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Abstract
This paper discusses the role of technology under the framework of Critical Technical Practice specifically
in the form of constructing artefacts and deconstructing tools in order to produce what Philip Agre would
describe as ‘reflexive work of critique’ (Agre, 1997:155). By presenting the activities and methods used in
the teaching and shaping of undergraduate courses, this paper aims to show how technical objects, such as
data,  datasets,  application programming interfaces and machine learning models,  can be considered as
discursive  subjects,  demonstrating  pedagogical  understanding  across  fields.  The  courses  operate  in  the
humanities tradition and take critical technical practice as a didactic approach, insofar as software and data
are  understood  and  manipulated  on  an  instrumental  level,  while  encouraging  critical  engagement  and
embodied reflection that bridge the technical and social/cultural domains. Within this pedagogical approach,
critical is not only understood as a paradigm of rationality or quantitative, data-driven argumentation, but
as  adopting  a  critical  position  –  that  is,  to  research  and  reflect  on  the  social  structures  and  cultural
phenomena entangled with digital objects, bodies, tools, methods and software production. By embracing
work-in-progress and reflexive exploration, we aim to extend the notion of critical technical practice by
unfolding  how  (de)constructing  machines  can  be  achieved  beyond  thinking  of  technology  as  neutral
instrumentalisation.  The challenge is  how to  find a  balance,  not  only  as  researchers  but  as  educators,
unfolding aspects of both formality and functionality as well as questioning and understanding technology at
a discursive and critical level. We argue that learning technical practice in an educational setting is not an
end, but rather a means to question existing technological structures and create further changes in socio-
technical systems.
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Introduction

This paper arises from the challenges of teaching, learning and working with technical objects in higher
education curricula,  specifically  the  understanding of  data  beyond traditional  science-related disciplines.
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Increasing  attention  is  being  paid  to  understanding  how  data  is  ubiquitously  captured,  operated  and
connected  both  technically  and  culturally,  and  how such  data  processes  (re)configure  the  way  we  see,
perceive and know things beyond technical configurations. It involves micro and macro decisions, and hence
design assumptions that require a critical lens to deconstruct what Philip Agre might term the ‘grammars of
action’ (Agre, 1994). This refers to the ‘tacit assumptions’ within technology that actively structure ‘human
activities’ and narrate the perceived reality. In this way, programmable software and data organisation model
our daily activities beyond mathematical information with social and cultural implications. Therefore, data
should be considered a socio-technical object that requires comprehending it both critically and technically.
But how should such complexity be introduced pedagogically?

A critical approach to the study of data as technical objects presents the challenge of reflecting on the
complexity beyond – yet within – their technical elements, while accounting for their inherent materialities
and  enacting  practices.  This  paper  discusses  the  teaching  and  learning  of  such  data  objects  under  the
framework  of  Critical  Technical  Practice  (CTP)  specifically  in  the  form  of  constructing  artefacts  and
deconstructing tools in order to produce what Agre would describe as ‘reflexive work of critique’ (Agre,
1997: 155). We use the term ‘machine’ to refer to the types of objects prone to (de)construction both due to
the relational nature, and due to their technical elements. This umbrella term allows us to unfold dissimilar
technical objects, while preserving the main characteristic of them working within a broader machinery. The
term is useful to dissect both the material parts of technical objects, and the ‘assemblages that include both
humans and tools’ (Johnston, 2008: 200). Software, databases or computational processes can all then be
understood as ‘machines’ prone to analytic (de)construction and making practices.

This paper presents three inter-related technical objects: dataset, application programming interface (API)
and machine learning model, which we have used in the teaching and shaping of our undergraduate courses.
All too common in data science and data-oriented humanities syllabi, these three interdependent objects are
key  to  understanding  state-of-the-art  implementations  and  the  contemporary  impact  of  technology.  
However, they are usually addressed either as practical tools or as objects of critique. Our approach follows a
CTP framework that aims to bridge this gap, by focusing on their technical understanding as a point of
departure for critique. The aim is to show how technical objects can be considered as discursive subjects,
bridging pedagogical understanding across fields.

Our approach to critical technical practice allows us to comprehend the aforementioned complexity of
these technical objects alongside their technical usage. We refer to this process as (de)construction1. This
term, on the one hand, encloses the dissection and close interrogation of specific technical elements (e.g. the
index of the dataset, or the query of the API) as points of departure to examine the larger aesthetic, cultural
and political effects of their material machinery and agency. On the other hand, the critical aspect of our
work does not exist in a theoretical vacuum, but together with the technical construction of these objects.
That is, we also follow the motto that criticality happens with and through construction. This also references
the genre of critical making that describes the importance of material engagement and building prototypes as
a form of research practice (Ratto, 2011; Ratto et al., 2014). But beyond constructing artefacts, the following
sections will show examples of the (de)construction of tools as well. As such, our pedagogical approach is to
a large extent invested in the technical re-construction of these objects beyond the prism of instrumentality.

This article is primarily based on the two courses, Aesthetic Programming (AP) and Data Studies (DS),
which are operated in the humanities tradition2, adapting Critical Technical Practice as a didactic approach.
More  specifically,  software  and  data  are  understood  and  manipulated  on  an  instrumental  level  while
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encouraging critical engagement and embodied reflection (Kinsella, 2007) that bridge both the technical and
the social/cultural domains (Gollihue and Browning, 1988; Dourish et al., 2004; Harwood, 2019; Ratto et al.,
2014; D’ Ignazio and Klein, 2020). Within this pedagogical approach, critical is not only understood as a
paradigm of rationality (Siegel, 2017) or quantitative, data-driven argumentation (Holmes et al., 2015), but
as adopting a critical position –i.e. to research and reflect on the social structures and cultural phenomena
entangled with digital objects, bodies, tools, methods and software production.

By  embracing  work-in-progress  and  reflexive  exploration,  we  aim  to  extend  the  notion  of  critical
technical  practice  by  unfolding  how  (de)constructing  machines  can  be  achieved  beyond  thinking  of
technology  as  neutral  instrumentalisation.  As  humanities  scholars  who  are  situating  into  the  fields  of
Software and Data Studies, we found that the challenge is how to find a balance, not only as researchers but
as educators, unfolding aspects of both formality and functionality as well as questioning and understanding
technology at a discursive and critical level.  We argue that learning technical practice in an educational
setting  is  not  an  end,  but  rather  a  means  to  question  existing  technological  structures  and  stimulate
intervention in socio-technical systems. Below, we explore how three technical objects – the dataset, APIs
and  machine  learning  models-are  pedagogically  (de)constructed.  This  article  does  not  aim  to  provide
detailed pedagogical toolkits for adoption because our examples have been selected, highlighted and put
together out of the entire two 13 weeks full courses, in which other pedagogical elements are considered,
such as learning outcomes, levels of students and how things and individual classes relate to one another.
Instead, our three selected technical objects serve the purpose of unfolding our notion of (de)construction as
an expansion of critical technical practice.

The dataset in practice

The database, as a concept and an object, has become a pervasive condition of possibility for the life and
organisation of data. Usually relegated to the background (backend), these ubiquitous objects mediate almost
every  digital  interaction.  Either  as  minimal  datasets  –  any  structured  collection  of  data  records-  or  as
aggregations of the former in massive databases – for example, the World Data Centre for Climate-these
objects function as storage and schemata for almost any digital data. The techniques related to our examples
in this contribution (capturing, managing, querying, etc.) are in one way or another linked to (and dependent
on) some kinds of dataset. As such, a CTP approach entails not only shedding light on the relevance of these
digital  objects,  but  also  exploring  how  this  very  pervasiveness  is  embedded  in  and  defines  broader
biopolitical and social structures, both as a framework or narrative, and as a baseline for novel production of
knowledge. In particular, the (de)construction of a dataset as a technical object paves the way for a critical
reflection on its “site of production” (Latour, 2017: 117), or the design space of this object, usually reserved
to teh data engineer.

Minimally defined as a structured collection of data or an organised collection of data stored as multiple
datasets,  the database also depicts an ontology of the world in computational terms in conjunction with
algorithms and data  processing (Manovich,  2001).  Dourish  (2014)  extends  this  line  of  research  on  the
database, focusing more on its characteristics as an infrastructure and less as media. Like Manovich, he
stresses the materiality of information in this format, and considers it a fundamental characteristic of the
digital. According to Dourish, the digital is inherently material, and this materiality is not simply based on
the structure being represented as electrical or magnetic traces, that is, it is not only based on its physical
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infrastructure. It is also based on the fact that the material ‘constraints’ allow the specific infrastructure to
work in the form of a database, that is, the way in which information is structured and coded for specific
executions.  How information is  encoded into  databases  is  particularly  relevant  insofar  as  these  devices
perform  a  crucial  role  in  the  categorisation  of  subjects:  populations,  governmental  decision-making,
statistical findings, personas and other macrostructural proceedings are moulded by the specificity of the
database design and administration (Cheney-Lippold, 2017; Goriunova, 2019; Hacking, 1986). Such entering
and recording of data do not simply represent reality but also enact it, as Ruppert puts it: ‘each entry is an
inscription and the result of specific operations that mediate, translate, summarise and materialise the sets of
relations that make up each context’ (2013). The encoding practices in the creation of datasets are thus not
sterile or  raw bits  of  existing information merely represented in technical  schemata,  but  operations that
continuously enact reality within a computationally mediated structure.

A crucial part of our pedagogical experiment on the reformulation of data representations consists in
(de)construction through practice. That is, undoing the implicit encoding practices of a technical object by
critically re-making it. The praxis of the courses, thus, retains a certain level of instrumentality, which is not
an end in itself but a means of reflection (Dourish et al., 2004). Unlike more practically oriented projects,
this approach does not necessarily entail the production of a whole or final database, but does require:

a. An understanding of the subject’s role in relation to datasets/databases,
b. Limitations as to what counts as data in compliance with data frameworks and
c. Identification of the politics of data embedded in such a technical object.

As such, (de)construction of datasets in the classroom starts by positioning the role of the student as both
the object and the subject of data, and questioning the scope of its agential qualities. Such entanglement is
what  Karen Barad would call  phenomena  or  ‘the  ontological  inseparability/entanglement  of  intra-acting
agencies’ (2012: 139). The study of technical objects in our courses follows Barad (Barad, 2007; Barad and
Tuin, 2012), insofar as we recognise agency not only as properties (of subjects or things) but as a process (an
enactment) of entanglement between different entities (e.g. subjects and their data representations), which
has the potential of reconfiguring such entanglements. Our (de)constructing process starts by signalling this
entanglement through the lens of a dataset.

The subject embeddedness in datasets

At the very beginning of the course, for example, a dataset is built based on information provided by the
cohort.  The  survey  is  designed  in  a  deliberately  bounded  way  to  make  evident  the  distressing  factors
involved in capturing data (e.g. a non-skippable binary input on gender). This dataset is then presented in
different common data visualisation forms (e.g. bar charts, scatter plots, network graphs, geolocated maps,
etc.), which are usually familiar to students and, sometimes unconsciously, embedded with a presumption of
scientific, objective knowledge. The arguably skewed, yet ‘raw’ (Gitelman, 2013) and ‘objective’, data in
most cases clashes with students’ own self-representations, and opens the space for an engaged discussion
about the cultural politics of data structures. Figure 1 shows, as an example, what is perhaps one of the most
familiar representations of ‘raw’ data (Drucker, 2014), the bar chart. The data shown in this graph, however,
comes  directly  from  the  students  surveyed  information  and,  as  such,  is  subjected  to  a  relational  and
subjective examination on the part of the students. Contrasting the arguably explicitly objective information
encoded in this visual representation with the more nuanced embodied life of data, helps to position the
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malleability of data processing practices, and attunes the critical eye of the student for any claims of data
objectivity that ignore or minimise situated practices (D’ Ignazio and Klein, 2020; Haraway, 1988).

Although  when  it  remains  on  the  purely  analytical  level,  this  exercise  proves  to  be  useful  for  the
forthcoming implementation and management of datasets (in and outside the course), as it makes evident: a)
the importance of database design and information encoding in the configuration of political assemblages
(Dourish, 2014; Latour, 2007), b) the close relation between established data representations and knowledge
claims (Drucker, 2014; McInerny et al., 2018) and c) that a majority of the so-called big data is populated
with or by individuals (Uprichard, 2013). This approach attempts to reduce the gap between the quotidian
and embodied ‘authentic experience’ (Agre, 1997: 146) of the students and the abstract contents of a digital
dataset. The vernacular reading of datafied models tends to disconnect associated conceptual interpretations
from  their  day  to  day  material  experiences.  Critical  Making  workshops  are  in  part  a  response  to  re-
connecting ‘deterministic, conceptual understandings of the role of technology in social life, and the more
material and nuanced understanding of how one relates to them’ (Ratto, 2011: 253). This is not different in
the  classroom,  and  remains  a  challenge  shared  by  didactical  approaches  seeking  to  materialise  critical
aspects within instrumental techniques and objects (Harwood, 2019; Ratto, 2011; Rogers, 2019; Soon and
Cox, 2020).

Figure 1.  Bar graph showing the number of platforms used (blue) and installed (orange) by students (python’s
matplotlib library).
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The relation between subjectivity and data is not only underlined for students as passive individuals, but
also  primarily  as  data-practitioners,  i.e.  subjects  involved  in  the  creation  and  design  of  data-driven
classification. While engaging with tools, techniques and libraries that are commonly used in data science
practices, the role of the student is modified as it is articulated within the gaze of the data scientist and the
data  engineer  (Beer,  2018;  Foucault,  1978).  Both  personas,  or  characters  involved  in  the  database
construction,  the  data  manager  and the  data  structure  designer  are  enacted  by students  as  they start  to
manipulate information in accordance with the standard practices of data science: cleaning data, identifying
patterns, removing outliers and aggregating parameters as well as other quantitative analysis procedures.
According to Beer, both personas are understood as qualified experts in the data imaginary due to their skills:
analytics and logic, respectively. The gaze in such roles is not merely instrumental, however, insofar as these
personas are used as prisms for a critical approach, the technical expertise not only allows the students to
identify patterns (work with data), but also to know ‘which patterns are seen to matter’ (Beer, 2018: 123), i.e.
stressing the influential role of these personas in steering what is to be understood as knowledge. The design
and manipulation of a dataset  comes with an enhanced sense of agency (the potential  for entanglement
reconfigurations) and a mode of knowledge embodied in the aforementioned personas (Beer, 2018; Kitchin,
2014).  As  the  datafication  of  society  is  intensified  (Dijck,  2014;  Mejias  and  Couldry,  2019),  the  data
practitioner  seems to  have  an  advantageous  position  to  visualise,  adapt  and generate  representations  of
reality.

Design and technical schemata as rules for inclusion

Collected, captured or generated data, regardless of its origin, adapts to a pre-designed dataset structure and
pre-existing assumptions when using computational methods. The initial survey exemplified above is also
useful  to  emphasise  the  influence  of  the  student  as  data  practitioner  on  possible  processing  outcomes.
Collecting data through a binary model and structuring it into discrete categories, for example, clearly limits
the possible readings of a dataset. In these kinds of surveys, students are intentionally asked two binary-
encoded questions without the possibility of a third option (Figure 2). The purpose of this exercise is to
underline how the design of possible data entries in a dataset inevitably snowballs into further assumptions,
and questionable correlations. The aim of these depictions of data is not only to highlight the importance of a
careful design in the process of data collection (Passi and Jackson, 2017), but also, and mainly, to emphasise
that technical objects like datasets come with their own rules for what can or cannot be included in them.
Collection  devices  do  not  measure  the  properties  of  independent  objects,  but  instead  observe  the
entanglement  of  an  apparatus  of  observation  and  the  observed  (Barad  and  Tuin,  2012).  That  is,
computational practices for capturing, managing and visualising have built-in epistemologies (Marres and
Weltevrede, 2013; Ruppert et al., 2013), like the mentioned binary and discrete entries, that guide and model
further knowledge claims and thus shape possible ontologies.
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Dourish  identifies  a  relation  between the  organisations  behind the  design  of  data  structures  and the
organisational interests of those in charge of the development. He argues that the development of System R
(an old IBM system), a relational data model that was the blueprint of many contemporary database systems,
was an overall design not only related to data structures, but also to a business model to offer computing
services  and  computing  architecture  manufacturing.  Dourish  argues  that  IBM’s  position  allowed  the
corporation ‘to develop its computer architectures to enhance performance in executing relational database
transactions, and to define the benchmarks and measures by which database systems would be evaluated’
(Dourish,  2014:  15).  The  grammar  of  the  relational  database,  in  this  case,  is  related  to  sociomaterial
configurations  that  involve  a  business  model,  software  systems,  and  physical  manufacturing  of  an
organisation. Indeed, the capture process identified by Agre is never completely technical, and it includes
elements of interpretation, strategy and institutional dynamics:

“capture is never purely technical but always sociotechnical in nature. If a computer system ‘works’ then what is
working is a larger sociopolitical structure, not just a technical system (...) if the capture process is guided by
some  notion  of  the  ‘discovery’  of  a  pre-existing  grammar,  then  this  notion  and  its  functioning  should  be
understood in political terms as an ideology” (Agre, 1994: 748).

A (de)constructive approach helps to unveil the grammars of the dataset by identifying unitary actions,
such as a gender-based input in a boolean datatype, and means to combine such actions into a sequence, e.g.
by correlating binary variables. Grammars of action are explained by Agre mostly in relation to AI systems’
development during the 80s, however, they are meant to be understood in a general sense as the construction
of “systematic representations of organisational activities” (Agre, 1994: 745). The meticulous observation of
such grammars is an attempt to embed a critical practice within technically design processes. While the
former binary example, in terms of both gender conceptions and data structures, is mostly related to the
design process in the data collection (i.e. formulating the survey), the inclusion of data through this and other
means  like  automated  collection  (for  example,  APIs  as  illustrated  below)  is  bounded  by  the  possible
schemata,  or  grammar,  of  a  dataset.  A  critical  observation  of  such  schemata  shows  that,  while  most
information is potentially datafiable, some data is more fitting than other data. An immediate example of
‘fitting’ information is data susceptible to quantification, discreteness, clarity, etc. A suitable enacting of
critical technical practices should aim to critically show this data ‘compliance’ while working with datasets.

In our classroom settings the production of the dataset goes hand in hand with the understanding, and
possibility  for  manipulation,  of  data  structures  through ready-to-use tools  like Openrefine,  suitable  data
notation  like  the  json3  data  format  type  or  dedicated  management  libraries  such  as  python’s  Pandas.
Working with Dataframes for example, a canonical Pandas dataset within data science helps to understand
the structural elements of the dataset category (e.g. the essential role of an index, regardless of its contents,
or the entry design), as well as the tubular representation of objects within such a model. Questioning the
basic elements of a dataset structure in practice makes it possible to reveal the strict epistemologies attached
to this object, which are otherwise invisible in their output (e.g. a ‘result’ from a website return call).

Figure 2. Alluvial diagram showing category correlation of two (exclusive) binary entries in a survey (visualisation
made using RAWGraphs, see Mauri et al., 2017).
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The creation of a Dataframe (see Figure 3) will generate an index as an essential element to manage the
contents of such a table, even if the data was imported from an unstructured source (e.g. a spreadsheet or a
non-indexed table). Students are asked to generate datasets either with web scraping tools or manually. The
difference between using these two data capturing methods is  not  negligible,  as  the (already) machine-
readable data is separated from the to-be-made machine-readable data. However, regardless of its origin, the
Pandas library adapts the data to an indexed and tabular format, revealing the necessary adequation of any
data in the dataset scheme. Further cleaning of the dataset – a common data science practice consisting of
distilling valid, accurate, complete and machine-readable data-reveals the types and formats of information
that can be included in the ontology of the dataset. The inclusion and adaptation of dissimilar data into valid
formats is made following common technical protocols, thus providing the student with the technical skills
associated with data manipulation. The learning goals of our approach, however, are focused on questioning
the epistemological and ontological nuance built within these technical practices. Such a critical technical
approach can be applied to the study of other technical objects. That is, the technical skills are not an end in
themselves, but a means to critically analyse the entanglement of sociomaterial practices that come with
them.

API as technical objects

Building  upon  the  knowledge  of  data  notation  and  format  in  datasets,  in  this  section  we  examine  an
Application Programming Interface (API) to further explore other forms of implicit encoding practices that
are connected to wider internet networks that are less visible to end users. An Application Programming
Interface (API) is considered a technical object in computing, in which the corresponding specification and
protocols determine the relations and interactions between software (Cramer and Fuller, 2008: 149). Unlike a
‘user interface’ in which a user can easily interact with a graphical manifestation, an API is not meant to
communicate  between  users  and  machines,  but  within  machines  and  software  programs.  Amazon,  for

Figure 3. Using Jupyter notebooks and the Pandas library to clean a ‘dirty’ dataset captured using web scraping
(python’s pandas library).
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example, the largest marketplace in the world, implements most of their software code in the form of APIs to
communicate  with  other  code  (Yegge,  2011).  But  APIs  do  not  just  operate  within  their  own company
workflows, but also on the Internet across continents.

Web-based APIs specify the type of an API that is operated within Internet network protocols, which are
commonly offered by software or platform providers nowadays to provide access to their  data,  such as
Facebook, Twitter, Weibo, Google Search and Google Maps, among others, allowing third-party programs to
either interact with and build upon the corresponding platforms for wider usage (as in the case of Twitter
bots  that  push  data  onto  the  platform  by  means  of  programs),  or  extract  data  for  further  application
development or analysis. With the increased performance and capacity of cloud computing, data storage and
processing, we can also observe how software changes from packages to software as services (Haigh, 2002;
Gurses and van Hoboken, 2017), or we may even say APIs as services (Soon and Pritchard, 2021). But why
is this a relevant and important object to discuss in the humanities and social sciences? Why does it matter to
us?

If we narrow down web APIs to a form of data query, then it is about what data services are being
provided to  the  public  that  matter  to  us.  This  service  offering  is  conditioned by terms and conditions,
specification (technical schemata), legal liability, design decisions, forms of interactions (Seaver, 2019) in
order to govern the querying of data. How is data requested via web APIs? What is the data available? How
does data return to the other side upon request? How is data being structured and represented? These are the
questions we start to open the discursive space in a classroom about the process of data transmission and
communication. In other words, API is a form of two-way communication process related to information
processing that is coupled with data selection, extraction, transmission, and presentation through the logic of
request and response between programs (Soon, 2016: 124; Snodgrass and Soon, 2019; Soon and Cox, 2020;
Sollfrank and Soon, 2021). Such a logic may not be as apparent as other graphic-driven interfaces. However,
APIs  have  been  running  actively  within  corporations  (Gurses  and  van  Hoboken,  2017),  smart  cities
(Raetzsch et al., 2019), Internet platforms (Snodgrass and Soon, 2019; Burkhardt et al., 2020) and many
other software services. Indeed, APIs are quite digitally ubiquitous, yet not user-centred or graphic-driven,
making them and their logic a particularly interesting object of research to get closer to the less apparent
infrastructure.  Beyond how APIs can be used for further development in a business setting or software
production, the challenge is how to (de)construct the complexity of such socio-technical objects as part of
critical making. The question then becomes how to explore the interwoven social and technical aspects of
APIs (materially) in order to open up the critical and discursive space to designers, artists, researchers and
students for reflexive making.

APIs as technical-discursive objects

Educators, practitioners and scholars have started to incorporate APIs to extend the technical nature into
curriculums and other knowledge-based development within arts and humanities.5 In the broad field of data
studies, the focus on digital objects consists of new techniques to manage and organise data. According to
Hui, ‘[t]he significance of the new technique of data processing we now call the digital is not only that with
computers we can process large amounts of data but also that by operating with data the system can establish
connections and form a network of data that extends from platform to platform, database to database’. (Hui,
2012: 388) In the same way as with the dataset example above, this perspective of digital objects shifts the
focus of data from its discreteness to material relations, suggesting that data is produced with the priority to
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facilitate connections and portability, which is an important part of query data in web APIs.
Beyond the two-way communication protocols and connections with other entities, another key element

of web APIs is their real-timeness. Many web APIs offer real-time query, meaning that each data request
may contain different results even with the same given parameters. This temporal perspective resonates with
the scale and frequency of user-generated content that is distributed via networks as endless updates, but it
also points to the dynamic of algorithms that render data (in)visible – what data prioritises to be displayed
and seen from a massive database. These temporal updates and spatial rendering are made possible by digital
techniques in which data ‘are storable, traceable and analysable...that [are] kept in databases’ (Soon, 2016:
122). Querying data is about retrieving and navigating databases with the kinds of data that one would like to
draw upon. Not only the design and construction of databases are permeated with built-in epistemologies as
argued before, but through real-time queries APIs may also enact different worldviews.

Each  query  presents  a  customised  view on  what  the  world  is  represented  at  the  moment  which  is
unpredictable (ibid). This matters to us because it changes our experience of the world and the perception of
reality. Although it is commonly understood that an API is a technical object to facilitate connectivity, data
analysis and exchanges, as well as to solve many interoperability issues (Asano et al., 2016; Snodgrass and
Soon, 2019), we also see it as a discursive object, opening up for discursive reflection beyond technical fix.
This  can  be  traced  back  to  Foucault’s  notion  of  discourse,  revealing  power  relations  that  contingently
produce knowledge via explicit and implicit rules and categories (Foucault, 1971). In other words, API is
also a material object that is constructed with assumptions, beliefs, judgements, organising social orders and
operating as culture machines (Finn, 2017) in a border sense. Scholars who research on technologies use
specifically the notions of ‘discursive turn to AI’ (Katzenbach, 2021) and ‘discursive formations’ (Bucher,
2013) to questioning the representation of certain AI/API knowledge and their technical neutrality.

Through  understanding  APIs  as  technical-discursive  objects,  we  see  how  APIs  organise  data  with
algorithms that are relatively hidden from users. Query the query becomes more urgent beyond ‘matters of
fact’ as ‘matters of concern’ (Latour, 2004: 231) and even ‘matters of care’ (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2017). It
becomes a matter of wider societal concern and responsibility especially for profit-driven giant companies
and platforms that  have orchestrated the majority  of  Internet  media outlets  (such as  social  media),  and
massive  knowledge  bases  such  as  Google  Search  with  trillions  of  searches/queries  per  year  worldwide
(Sullivan, 2016). The power to manipulate and organise how we see and perceive the world and reality
cannot be underestimated (Finn, 2017; Noble, 2018; Bucher, 2018).

Tellingly, the giant companies that offer web APIs for data retrieval determine the logic of access, for
example access in terms of how one could retrieve the data, but often the changes in access are seamless to
the  users/developers,  and  that  will  result  in  many  dependent  applications  failing  to  work.6  Access  to
databases via web APIs usually requires the study of specification which is written in a particular way (for
example, the data format of JSON is organised in the form of name and value pairs) and with grammars of
action, a ‘grammar of states and state-changes’ representing organisational activities (Agre, 1994: 749), that
facilitate developers to use in programming code with almost any kinds of programming language. The
specification is usually written in a straightforward and technical manner, listing the ‘available’ parameters,
but rarely disclosing the detailed logic behind, or what is made unavailable (this will be discussed in specific
details in the next section). Therefore, it is easy to accept what has been presented in the specification as
‘matters  of  fact’  (Latour,  2004)  that  are  distanced  from  your  subject  and  guide  the  focus  on  how  to
implement the parameters instrumentally instead, thereby overlooking the authentication processes, liability
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and terms and pricing models for accessing web APIs as part of the standard service provided. As such, the
conditions of data production are matters of concern instead.

net.art generator

One of the (de)construction approaches we have used is to observe how a piece of software incorporates an
API. Using software-based artworks to deal with some of the former complex socio-technical issues in a
classroom  setting  is  something  we  found  fruitful,  especially  the  software  exhibits  some  forms  of
interactivity. Net.art generator (nag) is an application that runs on a web browser in which a user can input a
key term and the program will generate an image collage based on Google Image Search results in real time
(see Figure 4), created by artist Cornelia Sollfrank7 in 1997. One of the classroom exercises is simply to go
online, and therefore everyone can play with and explore the web application to consider the processes
between inputting the keywords and outputting an image collage. By considering the output images, the
students are encouraged to think about how real-time images are gathered from different sources which are
taken out  of  context,  and how individual  images  can be combined and applied with  visual  effects  that
produce a collage (i.e. the manipulation of data).

nag  uses Google Image Search API in the program, which means it  needs to communicate with the

Figure 4. The net-art generate web interface with the input keyword ‘que(e)ries’ from the software repository of
Aesthetic Programming (Soon and Cox, 2020).
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Google server via the ‘request and response’ query logic, in which a program can request images (with
certain parameters), and then Google will return search images in a particular data file format (see Figure 4).
To fully understand this specific query logic and its implications, a smaller version of nag is made to focus
only on this part for teaching purposes and easier comprehension. This smaller version then requires students
to engage with the process of obtaining the end-to-end flow by first registering the web APIs, then studying
the  specification,  and  finally  putting  the  APIs  into  actions  by  tinkering  with  a  program  as  a  form  of
(de)construction

(De)constructing the web API

In this section, we will detail the three processes of (de)constructing the specific API object by using the
smaller  version  of  nag  as  part  of  critical  technical  practice,  which  is  both  paying  attention  to  the
entanglement of matter and meaning: How APIs work and what forms of potential discursive discussion can
be posed

1. Getting API keys & Knowing the limitations

The Google Image Search API is used as the prime focus to demonstrate the process of registration and
authentication, as well as the required terms and conditions for usage. Two important keys are needed: 1)
API key 2) Search Engine ID. These are used to identify the unique application that sends requests to the
server,  and as such, the platform server (ie Google) can identify who is getting the data as well  as the
corresponding  traffic  and  usage.  Before  obtaining  the  two  keys,  students  read  through  the  terms  and
conditions page to understand the services offered, legal liability and limitations. For example, the keys
cannot be transferred to others, and the free version only has 100 free requests, after which additional costs
will be incurred. But the pricing model is not that simple, because other Google API services, such as the
Google Maps API, have a different charging scheme and free usage. Instead of taking the pricing as simply a
piece of factual information, this discrepancy opens up discursive reflection in further questioning about why
there is such a difference between services, what the differences are in acquiring (public) data from Google,
and what kinds of data are most valuable from a business perspective (Figure 5).

2. Locating (un)available parameters

After obtaining the two unique keys and other configurations, students can put them into the small program

Figure 5. Client-server communication from the book titled ‘Fix my Code’ (Sollfrank and Soon, 2021).
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and run successfully (see Figure 6). The next step would be to tinker with the program code so that a new
image will return when a different keyword is used. This further illustrates what other parameters are needed
to send a single request to the server (see Figure 7) in which an API request is simply a URL like this:
https://www.googleapis.com/customsearch/v1?key=APIKEY&cx=SEARCHID&imgSize=medium&
searchType=image&q=warhol+flowers. When discussing the parameters, this points to the specification of
the search API which reveals the full list of available parameters. However, this is an important step because
most  web  APIs  actually  come  with  a  specification  that  lists  ways  of  interaction  in  the  format  of
parameter/value  pairs  (Google  Developers,  2020)  as  a  matter  of  fact.  For  example,  users  can  request
grayscale  images  instead  of  coloured  ones  with  the  additional  parameter  of  ‘imgColorType’  and  the
corresponding value as ‘grey’. From this simple parameter, we know that the image search service includes
the  categorisation  of  image  colour.  However,  the  specification  can  generate  more  discussion  with  the
students, such as what parameters might be missing, and what we want to know more about regarding image
selection and prioritisation.

Figure 6. The smaller version of nag that is used for teaching from the book titled ‘Aesthetic Programming’ (Soon
and Cox, 2020).
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3. Reading data files & Questioning data structures

The final step would be to (de)construct the data file format that is returned by Google. This data file format,
in the form of a JSON file, provides an overview of the data structure and hierarchy (see Figure 6). Another
important step in data processing is data parsing, which is to identify patterns or strings from the source that
are needed. A returned JSON file from Google contains a lot of information, but this requires studying the
data file in order to identify and extract the field (which is an image URL in this case) for display purposes in
the program. But based on this file, we can also question why only 10 images are returned per request, and
how images are prioritised to be seen and used among the millions of search results. Rasing questions are
important  to challenge the assumptions and processes behind the data format.  What are the ethical  and
affective  consequences  and  implications  of  algorithms,  such  as  the  use  of  sorting  algorithms in  search
engines? What are the parameters involved in sorting data? These are based on business’ decision-making
and personalised  profiling which is  highly  commercialised.  Noble  has  reminded us  that  Google  Search
results are normalised as ‘believable and often presented as factual’. (Noble, 2018: 24–25) To follow the line
of inquiry from Bellacase about the politics of care and maintenance work (Puig de la Bellacasa, 2017),
perhaps we need to ask: Where is the line of responsibility and profit-making?

Although this is a specific case on Google Image Search API, the approach (or questions) can be adapted
to use for investigating other platforms, such as Facebook, Tinder, Spotify, Twitter and many others but
would probably need a specific attention to the platform infrastructure and to articulate the specific cultural
and social  relations.  Through this end-to-end (de)construction from first  getting API keys,  then locating
(un)available parameters and finally reading data files, students get hands-on experience with connecting
APIs as technical objects to other processes, including accessing, tinkering, parsing and running code. Each
step requires not only doing things technically but also thinking about and questioning the cultural  and
ethical relations and implications with regard to technical materials. In this section, we argue that critical
technical  practice  is  a  technical-discursive  practice  as  demonstrated  above.  Apart  from  engaging  with

Figure 7. The snippet of code to illustrate what constitutes a web API.
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technical objects,  It  entangles the interpretations and questions the hierarchical processes that might not
easily be made visible to others, and in which the entanglement of ‘matter and meaning cannot be severed’
(Barad and Tuin, 2012) (Figure 8).

What is technical in critical technical practice?

Before we delve into the third technical object on Machine Learning, we may step back a little to rethink
what is  technical  in critical  technical  practice.  Philip Agre comes from a technical  background with an
expertise in artificial intelligence, but at the same time he recognises the need to engage with “nontechnical
fields” such as social science, philosophy and liberal arts “beyond a popular level” (Agre, 1997: 145). He
embraces the mix of science and humanities disciplines, as well as the intersection of technology and culture
beyond technical formalisation. However, what does critical technical practice mean for people who have a
humanistic background in which there is already a discursive training tradition? What is technical in critical
technical practice for arts and humanities?

Arguably, knowledge about technical formalisation should not be limited to engineers and scientists, and
there is also an increasing need in disciplines like the digital humanities to engage with digital tools and
methods. According to Soon and Cox,    “[o]n the one hand, we have a technical tradition that looks for
precision and, on the other, there is a critical tradition that looks for ambiguity of meaning. It makes little
sense to deny either approach” (Soon and Cox, 2020: 243–244). Soon and Cox do not address the use of
technology as just tools, but stress the need to engage with the meaning of acquiring technical knowledge.
As a physicist, Barad does not consider science and humanities to be in separated domains, but inherently
entangled through their differences (Barad, 2012). The challenge then is how we can learn from one another
and break the hierarchy between disciplines. Therefore, learning to code (such as creating a dataset frame
with Python or querying an API as mentioned above, as well as tinkering machine learning models in the
next section), as a form of material engagement, may also be a way to understand how machines operate in a

Figure 8. Web API data structure I from the book titled ‘Aesthetic Programming’ (Soon and Cox, 2020).
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precise and concrete way that translates human interpretation into machine instructions, and to reflect on the
forms of abstraction that are taking place.

Machine learning

Apart  from the  technical  objects  of  datasets  and  APIs,  that  deal  with  rules  and  specification,  machine
learning builds upon the aforemonetioned data structures and further deals with three key data processes:
input, models and output. Machine Learning is broadly defined as a collection of models, statistical methods
and operational algorithms that are used to analyse data, and is related to cultural artefacts and practices,
such as voice assistants, facial recognition and various recommendation engines that are deployed in apps
and media services. Similar to APIs, machine learning is more than a technical object that depicts power
dynamics as discussed in numerous scholarly works (Amoore, 2020; Azar et al.,  2021; Benjamin, 2019;
Burrell, 2016). It is an urgent topic in contemporary curriculums8 to understand how machine learning might
open up new possibilities to improve human life and ways of being, but also how it affects the way we see
and experience the world, and what that means in relation to contemporary digital culture. The challenge is,
again, how to introduce this complex technical-discursive object in a way that provides scope for reflections
on the social structures and cultural phenomena that are entangled with the data processes, and to question
existing technological infrastructure.

Understanding data processes

Instead of introducing many technical terms of machine learning, an experimental  AI project Teachable
Machine9 (version 1) is used as an interactive learning tool to explore the bodily relationship with data
processes (see Figure 9). This specific tool comes with a clear and structured interface and playful outcomes.
Unlike other machine learning tools that require separate software installation, Teachable Machine is a web
application that runs on a web browser, utilising one’s gestures and behaviours to provide the training dataset
as the data input source. From the interface, one can clearly see how many frames have been used to train the
model and it provides a maximum of three training classifiers to capture three distinct gestural input types.
Furthermore,  the  training  processes  have  also  been  mapped  to  multi-sensorial  outputs  as  prediction
outcomes, such as animated GIFs, sound clips and speech (audio files). In other words, the tool produces
machine learning models via feeding input data and producing various outputs. With the playful interface,
the classroom immediately turns into an active playground in which the students are required to move and
explore their own bodily gestures, and they can see different animated images and sounds when they change
their behaviours via the bodily interaction. Drawing upon critical studies of technoscience, Ratto and Hertz
state that critical making is about material and conceptual exploration through the making of artefacts (Ratto
and Hertz, 2019), and in this case, how the process of tinkering/making can facilitate the understanding of
machine  learning.  But  critical  making is  more  than tinkering.  It  is  also  about  drawing attention  to  the
interwoven social- and technical aspects of the world by exploring how data is used, trained and predicted,
and to further reflect on why things are done in a particular way by ‘denaturalizing standard assumptions,
values, and norms in order to reflect on the position and role of specific technologies within society.’ (Ratto
and Hertz, 2019: 22)
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We asked the students to observe the predictive results that were shown as various outputs, and to test the
boundaries of recognition or classification problems. The students were asked to examine what can, and
cannot, be recognised under different conditions, such as variable lighting and distance, and the varying
amount of trained data. In this way, tinkering with the tool is also about recognising the limitations and
boundaries, and to further create a discursive space for questioning the technological processes.

Learning algorithmic modelling via critical art

Instead of simply introducing common types of machine learning models mathematically, such as supervised
and unsupervised learning, the pedagogical approach, similar to how we introduced the artwork nag in the
earlier API section, is to introduce art practice as forms of learning and knowing (Borgdorff, 2010; Sullivan,
1993; Pritchard and Prophet, 2015) in order to open up ways of working with machine learning otherwise.
To highlight the scale of datasets, Nicolas Malevé’s artwork entitled 12 Hours of ImageNet (Malevé, 2019a)
shows the labelling work that was completed by over 25,000 workers from a crowdsourcing platform called
Amazon Mechanical Turk, addressing the labour conditions that are required to annotate and categorise in a
short period of time, over 14 million photographs in the ImageNet dataset collected over 2 years. Unlike the
common way of visualising data as graphs and charts, the artwork is a durational piece with a coded script to
cycle through all the images of the ImageNet dataset at a speed of 90 milliseconds per image, but the screen
pauses at random points to enable the observation of some of the images and their categorisation. In this
way, some of the key technical concepts of supervised learning can be introduced at the same time, such as
training datasets, labelling and discrete classification connected to a concrete application and research object,
which in this case is the ImageNet as a large visual database, and further points to some of the matters of
concern regarding image sources, labour conditions, labelling and categorisation (Malevé, 2019b).

Similarly,  we  have  introduced  an  artwork  entitled  Anatomies  of  Intelligence  by  Joana  Chicau  and
Jonathan Reus on unsupervised learning. Unlike supervised learning, which requires labelled data, the key
concepts of unsupervised learning include clustering to find similar attributes and metrics that segregate
groups. Through a collection of a much smaller image dataset on anatomy, the artwork explores new ways of
putting images in clusters, and hence with a new perspective on experiencing the subject (anatomy) (see
Figure 10). This new way of studying anatomy is explored through unsupervised learning, turning image
features into data points, which makes it possible to measure the similarity between images and to generate
various clusters. Through statistical analysis, the artists seek to ‘make connections between the formats and
collections  of  anatomical  knowledge  and  investigation  into  the  anatomy of  computational  learning  and
prediction processes, datasets and machine learning models’ (Chicau and Reus, 2018). In other words, the

Figure 9. The Teachable Machine (Version 1) interface.
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artists consider machine learning to be both an object and a subject of study, employing an explorative
approach to seeking new forms of unknowable seeing.

The  two  artworks  that  have  been  discussed  can  be  considered  as  critical  art.  Both  artists  position
themselves as artists and researchers, breaking the hierarchy from the theory-practice dichotomy, and taking
the  subject  of  machine  learning  into  critical  inquiry  via  exploration  and  experimentation.  Such  non-
normative ways of  making,  which are  different  from solutionist  and industry/market-driven approaches,
promote deeper engagement and critical reflection on the sources and materials by using creative ways to
explore  the  subject  matter  through,  and with,  technology.  In  the  fields  of  Software  Studies  and Digital
Culture, one could also argue that art plays a major role in the formation of the disciplines (Andersen and
Pold, 2018; Fuller, 2003; Goriunova, 2013; Goriunova and Shulgin, 2004), expanding the notion of art from
confined gallery spaces to academic discourses. Such critical art practice exposes the underlying black box
of machine learning processes and conditions by delving into the technical making, shedding light on how
one might work and think with technical objects/subjects.

Constructing critical artefactscal

After the playful experience with the Teachable machine tool and introducing some of the basic concepts of
machine learning with critical arts, the last pedagogic approach is to work on something very hands-on with
the introduction of the ml5.js, which is a machine learning JavaScript library designed for beginners and to
make machine learning accessible. By using customised sample code, students are able to run the program
(similar to the use of the Teachable Machine tool) but at the same time to read at the source code level in
order to learn how the machine learning works. For example, they will look into the commands and syntaxes
required for the three key processes: input, models and output. Posing questions is an important technique to
create the discursive space in the classroom, for example: What are the inputs needed if this is not gesture
recognition but another type of prediction, such as text? What are the models required to learn the writing

Figure 10. Anatomies of Intelligence (2018–) by Joana Chicau and Jonathan Reus from the book titled ‘Aesthetic
Programming’ (Soon and Cox, 2020). Courtesy of the artists.
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style of someone? What would be needed to output predictive text? What are the basic parameters to adjust
the format and experience of prediction?

The Ml5.js library provides a comprehensive sample code and technical schemas that cover machine
learning in relation to image, sound and text. As part of the Aesthetic Programming course, students will find
it easier to read the syntaxes and commands as they have already been introduced to the basic programming
principles at their earlier stages. Therefore, having the skills to program also allows students to express their
ideas and be attentive to their decision making via the construction of artefacts. It requires both technical and
discursive  practice  skills  to  contextualise  the  matters  of  concern  and  put  ideas  in  a  concrete  form  (a
program). One of the groups explores ‘Tagging Bias’ in their final project (see Figure 11)  by using the
trained model from ImageNet to rethink the labour conditions and bias of tagging in machine learning. Users
can  interact  with  the  software  program  that  shows  a  selected  image  with  three  tags,  displaying  the
discrepancy between three tagging agents: First the users (‘Your tags’ in Figure 11), then the authors of the
program (‘Our tags’ in Figure 11), and finally the trained machine learning model (‘Computer tags’ in Figure
11). It is argued that constructing artefacts by engaging with technical materials can produce critical inquiry
and reflexive thinking, as the students put it,

“For this whole process we have been very aware of our biases, and the decision to label the pictures ourselves
underlines the lack of objectivity. In this process it has been important for us to be aware and transparent of our
own role in the program. This process was not as easy as we had first thought, but this also accentuates the
importance and responsibility when labelling pictures.” (Bolt et al., 2021: 7)

The above example clearly shows that decisions need to be practically and conceptually considered via
constructing critical artefacts. Beyond art/technical making, we can also see how art-based learning might
incorporate  critical  technical  practice  as  a  pedagogical  approach,  emphasising critical  inquiry,  reflective
processes and conceptual ideas rather than end products in order to open up a different way of engaging with
cultural and societal issues. We argue that Agre’s critical technical practice can be expanded from a technical
research domain to classroom settings for arts and humanities. In other words, doing or discussing critical
technical practice is also a means of conceptual exploration that seeks to ignite thinking, pose questions and
expose social-technical conditions rather than solving particular well-defined problems. To interpret Agre’s

Figure 11. Tagging Bias (2021) by Nina Isis Kinch Bolton, Sofie Lundby Andersen, Simon Feusi, Sofie Fürsterling
Mønster and Mathilde Borregaard Gajhede.
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words,  engaging  with  technical  materials  like  the  mix  of  artworks,  vocabulary,  tools,  schema  and
representation “provides a way of talking about a very wide range of phenomena in the world” (1997: 143)
and reflecting on how machine learning models the world.

To conclude this section, we have discussed the pedagogical approach we used in examining machine
learning as a technical-discursive object, from playful and bodily experience to critical art and technical
construction with the aim of rethinking what critical technical practice is in arts and humanities. In addition
to the attention we have given to criticality throughout the whole article, we also argue that engaging with
technical materials necessitates practical understanding and knowledge of socio-technical systems. There are
many ways to engage with technical materials, but we have chosen to do so via (de)constructing machines as
part  of  doing critical  practice with the aim of further  unsettling the abstract  interpretation and concrete
formalisation in different disciplines.  We hope to open up the space of ‘Critical’  ‘Technical’  ‘Practice’,
unfolding aspects of both formality and functionality as well as questioning and understanding technology at
a discursive and critical level.

Conclusion

Although we distinguish above between different  technical  objects  (dataset,  API,  machine learning)  for
analytical and reflective purposes, it is important to highlight the interdependence, or technical coherence, of
the former objects. As an example, the Teachable Machine is not a standalone object in this thread. The
project relies on Google financially,  and as such it  follows its privacy policies and terms of agreement.
Beyond the  organisational  reliance,  the  same project  is  made  technically  possible  through tensorflow.js
modelling, a common library for data science and machine learning. AI-based image recognition and image
generation is, in turn, made possible through several iterations of models built on Imagenet (Deng et al.,
2009),  a  canonical  image dataset  which inherits  many of  its  categories from Wordnet  (Fellbaum, 1998;
Miller, 1998). Moreover, communication between all these technical objects datasets and models, interfaces
and queries,  etc  – usually happens via APIs.  We want  to insist  not  only on the technical  inter-reliance
between these objects (Helmond, 2015; Van Dijck, 2020), but particularly on the formalisation of specific
types of knowledge that are solidified in these iterations.

An applied Critical Technical Practice is aware of how these iterations in the design and implementation
of technical objects (Agre, 1994) structure novel forms of knowledge. Agre identifies, for example, how
Cartesian  accounts  of  cognitive  rationality  were  able  to  explain  mental  and  physical  phenomena  by
reconfiguring (‘rendered mechanical’)  knowledge problemata as method (Agre et  al.,  1997:  136).  These
Cartesian grammars, or technical formalisations for epistemological approaches, are techniques that act as
both ‘a method for designing artefacts and a thematics for narrating its operation’ (Agre, 1994: 141). Purely
instrumental and methodological approaches to technical objects and technical schemata (eg mathematical
representations) follow these grammar to some degree. That is, technical design and implementation not only
put into action changes in the social world – for what purpose is a certain database made? – but also guide
the possibility of action – which kind of discursive subjects are database-compatible? – within their own
narratives.

Our (de)constructive approach aims to consider the former complexity in a classroom setting: it follows
the  technical  elements  for  the  knowledge  of  technical  objects,  but  in  doing  so  puts  into  question  the
grammars associated with them. In this sense, a critical technical approach cannot be identified merely as
‘data literacy’, but as the identification of existing and developing grammars (or embedded rules), power
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structures and practices that come with such knowledge, where ‘action and datafication are thus designed to
be co-constitutive’ (Gray et al.,  2018: 5).10 Moreover,  our take on Critical  Technical Practice integrates
feminist considerations into the study of technical entities, as it is detached from modern notions of fact,
properties of objects, simple representations, instrumentality and non-situated claims, and towards matters of
concern, material-discursive entanglements, intervention, and situated practices. Following critical practice
and critical making traditions, our work develops a pedagogical approach to understanding the entanglement
between digital objects, bodies, society and knowledge, by focusing on reflexive dissections, situated agency,
playful tinkering and observations beyond – yet within – their technical elements.
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Notes

1 Our use of the term does not relate directly to the more traditional uses of ‘deconstruction’ in literature. While we
share the general understanding of deconstruction as an analytical tool to develop a critique of hardened categories
(e.g. the early heideggerian use of destruktion), our use of the term does not refer to linguistic elements as developed
by Derrida’s  Of  Grammatology.  Even if  there  are  certain  points  in  common with  the  traditional  conception  of
deconstruction, such as the distributive nature of meaning, we focus on (de)construction to stress the materiality of
the technical objects we engage with, and understand this term mainly as a methodological tool to scrutinise them
through disassembling and reassembling. From here on, we add parentheses at the beginning of the word to signal
this particular use.

2 AP and DS are courses within the department called Digital Design and Information Studies at Aarhus University,
Denmark. AP is a practice-oriented course on the fundamentals of programming, exploring the relationship between
code and cultural and/or aesthetic issues while DS deals with the question of what can be understood as ‘data’
regarding its collection, analysis, uses and methodological approaches.

3 While the most common visual representation of datasets are tables, they also may commonly be stored as a string
(e.g. a json file), keeping their machine-readability properties and general ‘dataset’ logic.

4 This section about the API technical object is adapted from the chapter titled Que(e)ry Data in the book Aesthetic
Programming: A Handbook of Software Studies (Soon and Cox, 2020). See all the steps, source code and exercises
here: https://aesthetic-programming.net/pages/8-queery-data.html

5 For example, artist and educator Lauren Lee McCarthy developed the course ‘Critical APIs’ as part of the Interactive
Telecommunications Programs (2015). Ruben van de Ven, Max Dovey, Manetta Berends conducted a workshop on
‘API-art & situated fictions’ for the Saint Joost Academy in 2017. Winnie Soon and Geoff Cox included the chapter
‘Data qu(e)ery’ about search APIs in their book Aesthetic Programming (2020), and Soon is also collaborating with
Helen Pritchard on conducting a workshop on ‘Queer API’ for the Piet Zwart Institute in 2021. In the same year,
Cristina Cochior, Manetta Berends, Michael Murtaugh and Steve Rushton led the Experimental Publishing Master
module (also from Piet Zwart Institute) with a focus on a more critical approach to data distribution via API, see the
outcome of  the course:  XPUB special  Issue 16 on vernacular  language processing:  https://hub.xpub.nl/soupboat
/si16/about/
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6 Techno Mourning was the title of a blog in 2015 for documenting art projects that relied specifically on Google Earth
API in order  to  operate,  because Google had announced the deprecation of  the Google Earth-plugin or  API in
December 2014. See the project here: http://www.250miles.net/techno-mourning/

7 See the context and background of the artwork here: https://net.art-generator.com/
8 This section about the Machine Learning technical object is adapted from the chapter titled Machine unlearning in

the book Aesthetic Programming: A Handbook of Software Studies (Soon and Cox, 2020). See some of the steps,
source code and exercises here: https://aesthetic-programming.net/pages/10-machine-unlearning.html

9 We acknowledge there are already many machine learning tools that have been used in classroom teaching, for
example the free and open source software Wekinator developed by Rebecca Fiebrank and the free game while True:
learn() developed by Valve Corporation. We have used the web based Google Teachable machine version 1 because
we only have 2 class sessions to focus on machine learning and the students are still learning the basics of web
programming. As such we need to take into consideration the selection of tools with the entire course structure. See
here: https://teachablemachine.withgoogle.com/v1/

10 Gray et al. (2018), refer to this approach as ‘data infrastructure literacy’.
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